
ESSAY ON GLADIATOR

Free Essays from Bartleby | Gladiator Ridley Scott is an expert at fabricating highly visual motion pictures with energetic,
radiant stories. "Blade Runner".

A brutal form of sacrifice adapted from the earlier civilization of Etruscans, who believed when a person dies,
his spirit relies on a blood sacrifice to survive in the afterlife. Gladiator is not only a good sports movie, but it
is an all around good movie. Although most of this action drama is mostly fictitious, some certain events and
characters appear in the history books. Maximus played a character who was the general of a large Roman
army. Many events such as gladiator games, beast fights, naval battles, and much more took place inside the
huge elliptical arena. At the start of the film the central character and hero, Maximus, an officer in the Roman
army is in battle. Moreover the," Gladiator" which is a winner Who were the Roman Gladiators? Gladiator can
be argued as one of the greatest action movies of all time, and for good reasons. They faced each other in a
battle until death or until one man was bested, then if the man was bested the man on the ground would raise a
finger for mercy, if the emperor was present he would decide the man 's fate with a thumb up or a thumb
down. Nevertheless, the sensational carriage stunts are intact, as are the uprisings, anticipatory revenge, and
hierarchy of memorable villains leading up to the treacherous, sniveling, cowardly Commodus â€” a chilling
performance by Phoenix â€” instead of a typical, physically daunting antagonist. After an initial period of
uncertainty, Scott leapt aboard when he was shown a Victorian painting of two gladiators locked in mortal
combat, the sunlight streaming into the arena and the vast crowd baying for blood. If he was not the winning
gladiator would decide the man 's fate, it was usually a rule of thumb for the man to kill the other to spare him
another battle. We will write a custom essay sample on Life of a Gladiator or any similar topic only for you
Order Now They would fight wild beast such as lion, tigers, and elephants and even fight each other. How to
cite this page Choose cite format:. The Romans incorporated the tradition into their funeral ceremonies,
beginning in B. Different classes of fighters lured in different types of crowds. Slave traders, then capture him,
and sell him into slavery Marcus Aurelius is depicted as a great emperor who cared about his Republic. The
bookending of symbolic imagery, however, has a genuinely moving affect. A medium close up shot is used for
the first time on Emperor Marcus Aurelius which shows him wearing rich clothing and surrounded by knights.
By viewing this movie and through research these one can see that even though it is a great movie, Gladiator,
has some inaccuracies about these historical features. Another example of benefits given to a Gladiator was
women for their personal needs. There are numerous forms of entertainment in our world today. Gladiator is a
perfectly well rounded movie that adds the best of all worlds to create the masterpiece seen today.


